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Comment On "Origin of Nonuniversality in Mi-
cellar Solutions"

Shnidman' has proposed a mechanism for the ap-
parent nonuniversality observedz in the critical be-
haviors of different aqueous solutions of nonionic am-
phiphiles. We argue that this mechanism is unrealistic
and thus cannot be inducing the observed nonuniver-
sality.

Shnidman suggests that a coarse-grained Hamiltoni-
an describing such systems is

~]~g+
ka T (tg) I

+ X(trtQg+'Crt + CT~ + 1 ),

where H is proportional to the difference in chemical
potentials between the amphiphile and water, Ho is a
microscopic parameter, ' and o. = +1, —1 corresponds
to amphiphiles, water. The last term in Eq. (1) was
not explicitly written down in Ref. 1, but it follows
from Schnidman's description.

If the last interaction in Eq. (1) is short ranged, then
we expect critical behavior in the Ising universality
class. For instance, if the summation in Eq. (1) is
over nearest-neighbor sites then this is an isotropic Is-
ing model with shifted values for the exchange param-
eter K+HO/8 and the magnetic field H+zHO/8,
where z is the lattice coordination number. As another
example, if we assume the micelles to lie along a fixed
direction, say x, then this is an anisotropic Ising model
with two exchange parameters K„—= K+HO/8 and E»
=K, =—K, in a magnetic field H+Ho/4. A coex-
istence surface occurs for H = —Ho/4 which ter-
minates at a line of Ising critical points. For a square
lattice this line is (e —1)(e2E+ Hp/4 —1) = 2. Final-
ly, if the Ho term is short ranged, Shnidman's calcula-
tion scheme becomes universal because the only criti-
cal fixed point is the (unique) Ising critical fixed point.
Therefore no genuine nonuniversality is produced by
this mechanism.

The continuous variation of critical exponents ob-
tained by Shnidman' is the artifact of his modification
of the Migdal-Kadanoff position-space renormali-
zation-group scheme which is exact for the hierarchical
lattice of Fig. 1(a) (if d=2). The noniterated bonds
[dashed in Fig. 1(a)] corresponding to the Ho interac-
tion are responsible3 for the nonuniversality. The
range of the interaction is essentially infinite (see Fig.
1). However, any reasonable interaction must surely
decay ~ith increasing separation, and the Ising critical

FIG. 1, (a) The first three iteration steps in the construc-
tion of the hierarchical lattice corresponding to d= 2. A11

the dashed bonds have the same strength Ho. On the infin-
ite lattice, sites which are infinitely far apart are connected
by bonds of finite strength. (b) The hierarchical lattice cor-
responding to Shnidman's calculation scheme for one
dlmenslon.

behavior is recovered, as argued before.
Shnidman's argument for the length independence

of Ho is not physically plausible.
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